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A new approach to the generalised Brownian motion introduced by M. Boz˙ejko
and R. Speicher is described, based on symmetry rather than deformation. The
symmetrisation principle is provided by Joyal’s notions of tensorial and combina-
torial species. Any such species V gives rise to an endofunctorFV of the category of
Hilbert spaces with contractions. A generalised Brownian motion is an algebra of
creation and annihilation operators acting on FV(H) for arbitrary Hilbert spaces
H and having a prescription for the calculation of vacuum expectations in terms of
a function t on pair partitions. The positivity is encoded by a *-semigroup of
broken pair partitions whose representation space with respect to t is V. The exis-
tence of the second quantisation as functor Ct from Hilbert spaces to noncommu-
tative probability spaces is investigated for functions t with the multiplicative
property. For a certain one parameter interpolation between the fermionic and the
free Brownian motion it is shown that the field algebras C(K) are type II1 factors
whenK is infinite dimensional. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
In noncommutative probability theory one is interested in finding
generalisations of classical probabilistic concepts such as independence and
processes with independent stationary increments. Motivated by a central
limit theorem result and by the analogy with classical Brownian motion,
Boz˙ejko and Speicher proposed in [3] a class of operator algebras called
‘‘generalised Brownian motions’’ and investigated an example of interpola-
tion between the classical [20] and the free motion of Voiculescu [25]. A
better known interpolation is provided by the q-deformed commutation
relations [2, 4, 5, 7–9, 17, 26]. Such an operator algebra is obtained by
performing the GNS representation of the free tensor algebra A(K) over
an arbitrary infinite dimensional real Hilbert space K, with respect to a
Gaussian state r˜t defined by the pairing prescription
r˜t(w(f1)...w(fn))=˛0 if n oddC
V ¥P2(n)
t(V) D
(k, l) ¥V
Ofk, flP if n even,
(1.1)
where fi ¥K, w(fi) ¥A(K) and the sum runs over all pair partitions of
the ordered set {1, 2, ..., n}. The functional is uniquely determined by the
complex valued function t on pair partitions. Classical Brownian motion is
obtained by taking K=L2(R+) and Bs :=w(1[0, s)) with the constant
function t(V)=1 on all pair partitions; the free Brownian motion [25]
requires t to be 0 on crossing partitions and 1 on noncrossing partitions.
If one considers complex Hilbert spaces, the analogue of a Gaussian
state is called a Fock state. We show that the GNS representation of the
free algebra C(H) of creation and annihilation operators with respect to a
Fock state rt can be described in a functorial way inspired by the notions
of tensorial species of Joyal [13, 14]: the representation space has the form
Ft(H) :=Â
.
n=0
1
n!
Vn és H é n (1.2)
where Vn are Hilbert spaces carrying unitary representations of the symme-
tric groups S(n) and és means the subspace of the tensor product con-
taining vectors which are invariant under the double action of S(n). The
creation operators have the expression
agt (h) v és (h0 é · · · é hn−1)=(jnv) és (h0 é · · · é hn−1 é hn), (1.3)
where jn: Vn Q Vn+1 is an operator which intertwines the action of S(n) and
S(n+1).
In Section 3 we connect these Fock representations with positive func-
tionals on a certain algebraic object BP2(.) which we call the g-semigroup
of broken pair partitions. The elements of this g-semigroup can be described
graphically as segments located between two vertical lines which cut
through the graphical representation of a pair partition. In particular, the
pair partitions are elements of BP2(.). We show that if rt is a Fock state
then the function t has a natural extension to a positive functional tˆ on
BP2(.). The GNS-like representation with respect to tˆ provides the
combinatorial data (Vn, jn)
.
n=0 associated to rt.
The representation of A(K) with respect to a Gaussian state r˜t is a
g-algebra generated by fields wt(f). Monomials of such fields can be seen
as moments, with the corresponding cumulants being a generalisation of
the Wick products known from the q-deformed Brownian motion [2].
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Using generalised Wick products we prove that any Gaussian state r˜t
extends to a Fock state rt on the algebra of creation and annihilation
operators C(KC) (see Section 4).
Second quantisation is a special type of functor of white noise, a functor
from the category of real Hilbert spaces with contractions to the category
of (noncommutative) probability spaces. The underlying idea is to use the
field operators wt( · ) to construct von Neumann algebras Ct(K) for any
real Hilbert space K and a fixed positive definite function t. The question
is for which t one can carry out the construction of such a functor Ct. From
general considerations on functors of second quantisation we obtain that
the function t must have the multiplicative property, a form of statistical
independence. Conversely, for multiplicative t the field operators are
essentially selfadjoint and provide a natural definition of the von Neumann
algebra Ct(K) . The second step is the implemetation of the second quan-
tisation Ct(T) of an arbitrary contraction T between Hilbert spaces. This is
done separately for isometries and coisometries which are then used to
define the second quantisation for arbitrary contractions.
In the last section we develop a useful criterion, in terms of the spectrum
of a characteristic contraction, for factoriality of the algebras Ct(a2(Z)) in
the case when the vacuum state rt is tracial. We then apply it to a particu-
lar example of positive definite function tq where 0 [ q < 1, which inter-
polates between the bosonic and free cases and has been introduced in [3]
(see [11] for another proof of the positivity). We conclude that Ct(a2(Z)) is
a type II1 factor. Further generalisation of this criterion to factors of type
III will be investigated in a forthcoming paper [12].
2. DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE
FOCK REPRESENTATION
The generalised Brownian motions [3] are representations with respect
to special Gaussian states on free algebras over real Hilbert spaces. We start
by giving all necessary definitions and subsequently we will analyse the
structure of the Fock representations which are intimately connected with
the generalised Brownian motion (see Section 4).
Definition 2.1. Let K be a real Hilbert space. The algebra A(K) is
the free unital g-algebra with generators w(h) for all h ¥K, divided by the
relations
w(af+bg)=aw(f)+bw(g), w(f)=w(f)g (2.1)
for all f, g ¥K and a, b ¥ R.
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Definition 2.2. LetH be a complex Hilbert space. The algebra C(H)
is the free unital g-algebra with generators a(h) and ag(h) for all h ¥H,
divided by the relations
ag(lf+mg)=lag(f)+mag(g), ag(f)=a(f)g (2.2)
for all f, g ¥H and l, m ¥ C.
We notice the existence of the canonical injection fromA(K) to C(KC)
w(h)W a(h)+ag(h), (2.3)
whereKC is the complexification of the real Hilbert spaceK. On the alge-
bras defined above we would like to define positive linear functionals by
certain pairing prescriptions for which we need some notions of pair
partitions.
Definition 2.3. Let S be a finite ordered set. We denote by P2(S) the
set of pair partitions of S, that is V ¥P2(S) if V consists of 12 n disjoint
ordered pairs (l, r) with l < r having S as their reunion. The set of all pair
partitions is
P2(.) :=0
.
r=0
P2(2r). (2.4)
Note that P2(n)=” if n is odd. In this paper the symbol t will always
stand for a function t: P2(.)Q C. We will always choose the normalisation
t(p)=1 for p the pair partition containing only one pair.
Definition 2.4. A Fock state on the algebra C(H) is a positive
normalised linear functional rt: C(H)Q C of the form
rt(aÄ1(f1)...aÄn(fn))= C
V ¥P2(n)
t(V) D
(k, l) ¥V
Ofk, flP ·Q(Äk, Äl), (2.5)
where Äi stands for creation or annihilation and the two by two covariance
matrix Q is given by
Q=R r(aiai) r(aiagi )
r(agi ai) r(a
g
i a
g
i )
S=R0 1
0 0
S ,
where ai=a(ei) and ei is an arbitrary normalized vector in H. Note that
the l.h.s. of (2.5) is zero for odd values of n.
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Definition 2.5. A Gaussian state on A(K) is a positive normalised
linear functional r˜t with moments
r˜t(w(f1)...w(fn))= C
V ¥P2(n)
t(V) D
(k, l) ¥V
Ofk, flP. (2.6)
Remark. The restriction of a Fock state rt on C(KC) to the subalgebra
A(K) is the Gaussian state r˜t. If rt is a Fock state for all choices of K
then we call the function
t: P2(.)Q C
positive definite.
The GNS representations associated to pairs (C(H), rt) have been
studied in a number of cases. One obtains a representation pt of C(H) as a
g-algebra of creation and annihilation operators acting on a Hilbert space
Ft(H) which has a Fock-type structure
Ft(H)=Â
.
n=0
Hn
with Hn being a (symmetric) subspace of H é n in the case of bosonic or
fermionic algebras [20], the full tensor product in models of free pro-
bablity [25], a deformation of it in the case of q-deformations [2, 4, 5, 7–9,
17, 26], or even ‘‘larger’’ spaces containing more copies of H é n with a
deformed inner product in the case of another deformation depending on a
parameter −1 [ q [ 1 constructed in [3]. The action of the creation
operators is ag(f) Wt=f ¥H,
ag(f) f1 é · · · é fn=f é f1 é · · · é fn,
while that of the annihilation operator is less transparent, depending on the
inner product on Hn. Proving the positivity of this inner product is in
general nontrivial.
In [11] we have followed a different, more combinatorial approach to
the study of the representations pt(C(H)) for various examples of positive
definite functions t. We give here a brief description of our construction.
The representation space is denoted by FV(H) and has certain symmetry
properties encoded by a sequence (Vn)
.
n=0 of (not necessarily finite dimen-
sional) Hilbert spaces such that each Vn carries a unitary representation of
the symmetric group S(n)
S(n) ¦ pW U(p) ¥U(Vn). (2.7)
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In concrete examples we have realised Vn as a2(F[n]) where F[] is a
species of structures [1, 13, 14], i.e., a functor from the category of finite
sets with bijections as morphisms to the category of finite sets with maps as
morphisms. For each finite set A, the rule F prescribes a finite set F[A]
whose elemens are called F-structures over the set A. Moreover for any
bijection s: AQ B there is a map F[s]: F[A]Q F[B] such that F[s p y]=
F[s] p F[y] and F[idA]=idF[A]. In particular for n :={0, 1, ..., n−1}
there is an action of the symmetric group S(n) on the set of structures
-p ¥ S(n), F[p]: F[n]Q F[n]
which gives a unitary representation U( · ) of S(n) on Vn :=a2(F[n]).
Simple examples are such species as sets, ordered sequences, trees, and
graphs.
We define
FV(H) :=Â
.
n=0
1
n!
Vn és H é n, (2.8)
where Vn és H é n is the subspace of Vn éH é n spanned by the vectors k
invariant under the action of S(n)
k=(U(p) é U˜(p)) k, for all p ¥ S(n)
with U˜(p) ¥U(H é n),
U˜(p): h0 é · · · é hn−1 W hp −1(0) é · · · é hp −1(n−1), (2.9)
the factor 1n! referring to the inner product. The symmetric Hilbert space
FV(H) is spanned by linear combinations of vectors of the form:
v és h0 é · · · é hn−1 :=
1
n!
C
p ¥ S(n)
U(p) v é U˜(p) h0 é · · · é hn−1. (2.10)
The creation and annihilation operators are defined with the help of a
sequence of densely defined linear maps (jn)
.
n=0 with jn: Vn Q Vn+1 satisfy-
ing the intertwining relations
jn ·U(p)=U(in(p)) · jn, -p ¥ S(n) (2.11)
with in: S(n)Q S(n+1) being the canonical embedding associated to the
inclusion of sets
n :={0, 1, ..., n−1}+ n+1 :={0, 1, ..., n}. (2.12)
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In the examples using species of structures the map jn: a2(F[n])Q
a2(F[n+1]) is constructed by giving the matrix elements jn(s, t) :=
Odt, VndsP which can be seen as transition coefficients between s ¥ F[n] and
t ¥ F[n+1]. For example [11] if the species F[ ·] is that of rooted trees
one can choose jn(s, t)=1 if the tree s is obtained by removing the leaf
with label n from the tree t; otherwise we choose jn(s, t)=0. Notice that
there is no canonical manner of defining jn but certain species of structures
offer rather natural definitions, for example the species of sets, ordered
sequences, rooted trees, oriented graphs, and sequences of nonempty sets
[11].
Let h ¥H; the creation operator agV, j(h) has the action:
agV, j(h) v és (h0 é · · · é hn−1) :=(jnv) és (h0 é · · · é hn−1 é h). (2.13)
The annihilation operator aV, j(h) is the adjoint of a
g
V, j(h). Its action on the
n+1th level is given by the restriction of the operator
a˜V, j(h): Vn+1 éH é n+1 Q Vn éH é n
v é (h0 é · · · é hn)W Oh, hnP jgn v é (h0 é · · · é hn−1) (2.14)
to the subspace Vn+1 és H é n+1. Note that due to condition (2.11) the
operators agV, j(h), aV, j(h) are well defined. Let us denote by CV, j(H) the
g-algebra generated by all operators agV, j(h), aV, j(h) and by WV ¥ V0
the normalised vacuum vector in FV(H). The following theorem is a
generalisation of Proposition 5.1 in [11]:
Theorem 2.6. Let (FV(H), CV, j(H), WV) be a representation of C(H)
as described above. Then the state rV, j( · )=OWV, ·WVP is a Fock state; i.e.,
there exists a positive definite function t on pair partitions depending on
(Vn, jn)
.
n=0 such that rV, j=rt.
Sketch of the proof. Let A ¥B(H). OnFV(H) we define the operator
dCV(A): vn és f0 é · · · é fn−1 W C
n−1
k=0
vn és f0 é · · · é Afk é · · · é fn−1
(2.15)
for vn ¥ Vn, fi ¥H. Then the following commutation relations hold:
[aV, j(f), dCV(A)]=aV, j(Agf). (2.16)
In particular by choosing an orthonormal basis {ei}i ¥ I in H and denoting
aÄi :=a
Ä
V, j(ei) we obtain for all ik ] i0
[dCV(|ei0POei |), a
Äk
ik ]=dik, i ·dÄk, * · a
g
i0 . (2.17)
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Let k=(<nk=1 aÄkik ) WV. Then ai0k=0 if i0 ] ik for all k=1, ..., n. By using
(2.16), it follows that
aik=[ai0 , dC(|ei0POei |)] k=ai0 dC(|ei0POei |) k. (2.18)
We then apply (2.17) repeatedly to obtain
ai 1Dn
k=1
aÄkik 2 WV=Cn
k=1
di, ik ·dÄk, * · ai0 1Dk−1
p=1
aÄpip 2 · agi0 ·1 Dn
q=k+1
aÄqiq 2 WV. (2.19)
The vacuum expectation of a monomial <nk=1 aÄkik can be different from
zero only if the number of creators is equal to the number of annihilators,
aÄ1i1 is an annihilator, and a
Än
in a creator. We will therefore assume that this
is the case. We put the monomial in the form ai1 <nk=2 aÄkik and apply
(2.19). We obtain a sum over all pairs (ai1 , a
g
ik ) of the same color (i1=ik)
and replace i1 by a new color i0. We pass now to the next annihilator in
each term of the sum and repeat the procedure, the new color which we
add this time being different from all the colors used previously. After n2
steps we obtain a sum containing all possible pairings of annihilators and
creators of the same color in<nk=1 aÄkik ,
rV, j 1Dn
k=1
aÄkik 2= C
V ¥P2(n)
D
k, l ¥V
dik, il ·Q(Äk, Äl) · t(V), (2.20)
with t(V) :=rV, j(<nk=1 aÄkjk ), where the indices jk, Äk satisfy the following
conditions: if k ] l then jk=jl if and only if (k, l) ¥V, in which case aÄkjk is
the annihilator and aÄljl is the creator. L
We prove now that the converse is also true.
Theorem 2.7. Let t be a positive definite function on pair partitions.
Then for any complex Hilbert space H the GNS representation of
(C(H), rt) is unitarily equivalent to (FV(H), CV, j(H), WV) for a sequence
(Vn, jn)
.
n=0 dependent only up to unitary equivalence on t.
Proof. We first consider H :=a2(Ng) with the orthonormal basis
(ei)
.
i=1. We split the proof in three steps.
1. Identify the spaces Vn and the maps jn.
Let (Ft(H), Ct(H), Wt) be the triple obtained from the GNS construc-
tion. Let Vn be the closure of the subspace of Ft(H) spanned by vectors of
the form vn :=(<2p+nk=1 aÄkt (eik )) Wt for which the following conditions hold:
(i) in the sequence (aÄkt (eik ))
2p+n
k=1 each creation operator a
g
t (ej)
appears exactly once for 1 [ j [ n;
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(ii) the rest of the sequence contains p creation operators
(agt (elq ))
p
q=1 and p annihilation operators (at(elq ))
p
q=1 for p vectors (elq )
p
q=1
different among each other and with lq ¨ {1, ..., n} for all 1 [ q [ p. The
vector vn does not depend in fact on the colours (lq)
p
q=1 but only on the
positions of the creation and annihilation operators in the monomial. Thus
when necessary we can consider lq >N for all 1 [ q [ n and some fixed big
enough N ¥N .
The map jn is defined as the restriction of a
g
t (en+1) to Vn:
jn D
2p+n
k=1
aÄkt (eik ) Wt=a
g
t (en+1) D
2p+n
k=1
aÄkt (eik ) Wt.
Obviously, the image of jn lies in Vn+1.
The state rt is invariant under unitary transformations U ¥U(H):
rt 1Dn
k=1
aÄk(eik )2=rt 1Dn
k=1
aÄk(Ueik )2 .
Thus
Ft(U): D
n
k=1
aÄkt (eik ) Wt W D
n
k=1
aÄkt (Ueik ) Wt (2.21)
is unitary and Ft(U1)Ft(U2)=Ft(U1U2) for two unitaries U1, U2. The
action on the algebra of creation and annihilation operators is
Ft(U) a
Ä
t (f)Ft(U
g)=aÄt (Uf). (2.22)
Considering unitaries which act by permuting the basis vectors
{e1, ..., en} and leaving all the others invariant we obtain a unitary repre-
sentation of S(n) on Vn. The intertwining property (2.11) follows immedi-
ately from the definition of jn. Having the combinatorial data (Vn, jn), we
can construct the triple (FV(H), CV, j(H), WV) according to Eqs. (2.8),
(2.13), and (2.14). Similar toFt(U) we have the unitary
FV(U):FV(H) QFV(H)
v és (h0 é · · · é hn−1)W v és (Uh0 é · · · é Uhn−1) (2.23)
for U ¥U(H), v ¥ Vn. We call FV(U) the second quantisation of U at the
Hilbert space level. Its action on operators is:
FV(U) a
Ä
V, j(f)FV(U
g)=aÄV, j(Uf). (2.24)
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Analogously to Vn we define for any finite subset {i1, ..., in} …N the
linear subspace V(i1, ..., in) of Ft(H) spanned by applying to the vacuum
Wt monomials <2p+nk=1 aÄkt (ejk ) for which the colours (jk)2p+nk=1 satisfy condi-
tions similar to (i), (ii) but now with {i1, ..., in} instead of {1, ..., n}. For a
unitary U which permutes the basis vectors, Uei=eu(i), we get
Ft(U) V(i1, ..., in)=V(u(i1), ..., u(in)). (2.25)
One can check by calculating inner products that any two such spaces
either are orthogonal or coincide. Similarly, we define the following
subspaces ofFV(H)
V˜(i1, ..., in) :=lin{v és (ei1 é · · · é ein ) : v ¥ Vn} (2.26)
which are also orthogonal for different sets of ‘‘colours’’ {i1, ..., in}.
2. We proceed by proving the equality of the states rt and rV, j.
As rV, j is a Fock state by Theorem 2.6, we need only verify that the
positive definite function t we have started with and the one derived from
rV, j coincide. By definition there is an isometry
Tn: Vn QFV, j(H)
vW v és (e1 é · · · é en). (2.27)
Furthermore for any unitary U ¥U(H) which permutes the basis vectors
such that Uek=eik , the operator
T(i1, ..., in): V(i1, ..., in)Q V˜(i1, ..., in)
defined by
T(i1, ..., in) :=FV(U) TnFt(Ug) (2.28)
depends only on the set {i1, ..., in}. Finally, the definitions of jn, a
Ä
V, j(f)
amount to the fact that the following diagram commutes
Vn |ŁTn V˜n
agt (en+1)‡ ‡agV, j(en+1) V
Vn+1ŁTn+1 V˜n+1
(2.29)
and by acting from the left and from the right with the appropriate second
quantisation operators and using (2.28), (2.22), and (2.24) we obtain
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V(i1, ..., in) |||ŁT(i1, ..., in) V˜(i1, ..., in)
agt (ein+1 )
‡ ‡agV, j(ein+1 )
V(i1, ..., in+1) ||ŁT(i1, ..., in+1) V˜(i1, ..., in+1)
(2.30)
with a similar diagram for the annihilation operators. This is sufficient for
proving the equality rt(<2nk=1 aÄkt (eik ))=rV, j(<2nk=1 aÄkV, j(eik )) for mono-
mials containing n pairs of creation and annihilation operators of n
different colours.
3. Finally we prove that WV, j is cyclic vector for CV, j(H).
The space FV(H) has a decomposition with respect to occupation
numbers
FV(H)= Â
{n1, ..., nk}
FV(n1, ..., nk)
with
FV(n1, ..., nk)=lin{v és (e1 é · · · é e1z
n1
é · · · é ek é · · · é ekz
nk
, v ¥ Vn1+· · ·+nk}.
(2.31)
We recall that V˜n=FV(1, ..., 1z
n
) is spanned by linear combinations of
vectors of the form
D
2p+n
k=1
aÄkV, j(eik ) WV=v és (e1 é · · · é en)
with monomials satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii). By replacing the crea-
tion operators (ag(ek))
n
k=1 appearing in the monomial with the sequence
containing ni times the creator ag(ei) for i ¥ {1, ..., p} and ;pi=1 ni=n we
obtain a set of vectors which are dense in FV(n1, ..., np) and this completes
the proof of the cyclicity of the vacuum. Putting together 1, 2, and 3 we
conclude that the representations (Ft(H), Ct(H), Wt) and (FV(H), CV, j(H),
WV) are unitarily equivalent for infinite dimensional H. The case H finite
dimensional follows by restriction of the previous representations to the
appropriate subspaces. L
3. THE *-SEMIGROUP OF BROKEN PAIR PARTITIONS
The content of the last two theorems can be summarised by the follow-
ing fact: there exists a bijective correspondence between positive definite
functions on pair partitions t and combinatorial data (Vn, jn)
.
n=0. This
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suggests that the positivity of t can be characterised in a simpler way by
regarding t as a positive functional on an algebraic object containing P2(.)
as a subset. Theorem 1 of [3] shows that a positive definite function on
pair partitions t restricts to positive definite functions on the symmetric
groups S(n) for all n ¥N through the embedding
S(n) ¦ yWVy ¥P2(n) (3.1)
given by
Vy :={(i, 2n+1−y(i)) : i=1, ..., 2n}. (3.2)
However, t is not determined completely by its restriction and thus one
would like to find another algebraic object which completely encodes the
positivity requirement. We will show that this is the g-semigroup of broken
pair partitions which we denote by BP2(.) and will be described below.
Pictorially, the elements of the semigroup are segments obtained by
sectioning pair partitions with vertical lines.
Definition 3.1. Let X be an arbitrary finite ordered set and (L, P, R) a
disjoint partition of X. We consider all the triples (V, fl, fr) where
V ¥P2(P) and
fl: LQ {1, ..., |L|}, fr: RQ {1, ..., |R|} (3.3)
are bijections. Any order preserving bijection a: XQ Y induces an obvious
map
(V, fl, fr)Q (a pV, fl p a−1, fr p a−1), (3.4)
where a pV :={(a(a), a(b)) : (a, b) ¥V}. This defines an equivalence
relation; an element d of BP2(.) is an equivalence class of triples
(V, fl, fr) under this equivalence relation.
We have the following pictorial representation: an element d is given by
a diagram containing a sequence of l+r+2n points displayed horizontally
with 2n of them connected into n pairs, l points are connected with other l
points vertically ordered on the left side (left legs), and r points are con-
nected with r points vertically ordered on the right (right legs). An example
is given in Fig. 1. In this case we have X={1, ..., 5}, V={(1, 4)}, the left
legs are connecting the points labeled 2 and 5 on the horizontal to the
points on the left side which are ordered vertically and labeled by 1 and 2.
Similarly for the right legs. Usually the ordered set of horizontal points will
be of the form {n, n+1, ..., n+m}.
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FIG. 1. Diagram corresponding to an element of the semigroup.
The product of two diagrams is calculated by drawing the diagrams next
to each other and joining the right legs of the left diagram with the left legs
of the right diagram which are situated at the same level on the vertical.
Figure 2 illustrates an example.
More formally if di=(Vi, fl, i, fr, i) for i=1, 2 with the notations from
Definition 3.1, then d1 · d2=(V, fl, fr) with
V=V1 2V2 2 {(f−1r, 1(i), f−1l, 2(i)) : i [min(|R1 |, |L2 |)}, (3.5)
fl is defined on the disjoint union L1+(L2 0f−1l, 2({1, ..., min(|R1 |, |L2 |)}) by
fl(a)=fl, 1(a) for a ¥ L1
fl(b)=fl, 2(b)+|L1 | for b ¥ L2 0f−1l, 2({1, ..., min(|R1 |, |L2 |)}
and similarly for fr. The product does not depend on the chosen represen-
tatives for di in their equivlence class and is associative. The diagrams with
no legs are the pair partitions; thus P2(.) …BP2(.).
The involution is given by mirror reflection (see Fig. 3). If d=(V, fl, fr)
then dg=(Vg, fr, fl) with the underlying set Xg obtained by reversing the
order on X and
Vg :={(b, a): (a, b) ¥V} (3.6)
is the adjoint ofV. It is easy to check that
(d1 · d2)g=d
g
2 · d
g
1 .
FIG. 2. Product of two elements.
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FIG. 3. The adjoint.
Let t be a linear functional on pair partitions. We extend it to a function
tˆ on BP2(.) defined as
tˆ(d)=˛ t(d) if d ¥P2(.)
0 otherwise.
(3.7)
Theorem 3.2. The function t on pair partitions is positive definite if and
only if tˆ is postive on the g-semigroup BP2(.).
Proof. The main ideas are already present in the proof of Proposition
2.7. A GNS type of construction associates to the pair (BP2(.), tˆ) a cyclic
representation qt of BP2(.) on a Hilbert space V with cyclic vector t ¥ V.
We have Ot, qt(d) tP=tˆ(d). We denote by BP
(n, 0)
2 the set of diagrams
with n left legs and no right legs. Then using
Oqt(d1) t, qt(d2) tPV=tˆ(d
g
1 · d2) (3.8)
we obtain the following.
1. The representation space V is of the form
V=Â
.
n=0
Vn where Vn=lin{qt(d) t: d ¥BP (n, 0)2 } (3.9)
2. On BP (n, 0)2 there is an obvious action of S(n) by permutations of
the positions of the left ends of the legs. Figure 4 shows the action of the
transposition y1, 2.
FIG. 4. The action of a transposition.
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FIG. 5. The standard form of a pair partition.
This induces a unitary representation of S(n) on Vn as
y(d1)g · y(d2)=d
g
1 · d2 (3.10)
for all d1, d2 ¥BP (n, 0)2 and y ¥ S(n).
3. Let d0 ¥BP (1, 0)2 be the left hook (the diagram with no pairs). Then
j :=qt(d0) is an operator on V whose restriction jn to Vn maps it into Vn+1
and satisfies the intertwining condition (2.11) with respect to the represen-
tations of the symmetric groups on Vn and Vn+1.
Using the data (Vn, jn) we construct the triple (FV(H), CV, j(H), WV).
According to Proposition 2.6 there exists a positive definite function on
pair partitions tŒ such that rV, j=rtŒ. We have to prove that t, which is the
restriction of tˆ to P2(.), coincides with tŒ.
Any pair partitionV can be written in a standard form (see Fig. 5)
V=(dg0 )
pm ·pm−1(...p2(d
k2
0 · (d
g
0 )
p1 ·p1(d
k1
0 ))), (3.11)
where the permutations pi are uniquely defined by the requirement that any
two lines connecting two pairs in the associated graphic intersect minimally
and at the rightmost possible position.
Let <2nk=1 aÄkV, j(eik ) be a monomial containing n creation operators and n
annihilation operators such that by pairing creators with annihilators of
the same colour on their right side, we generate a pair partition V. The
definitions (2.13), (2.14) of the creation and annihilation operators give
their expressions in terms of the operator j, jg and the unitary representa-
tions of the permutation groups on the spaces Vn. By using the intertwining
property (2.11) we can pass all permutations to the left of the j-terms and
obtain:
tŒ(V)=7WV, D2n
k=1
aÄkV, j(eik ) WV8
=Ot, (jg)pm ·U(pm−1)...U(p2) · jk2 · (jg)p1 ·U(p1) · jk1tPV
=Ot, qt(V) tPV=tˆ(V).
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Conversely, starting from a positive definite function t we construct the
representation (V, qt(BP2(.)), t) through applying Theorem 2.7 and thus
tˆ is positive on BP2(.). L
4. GENERALISED WICK PRODUCTS
As argued in the Introduction, the representations of the field algebras
A(K) with respect to Gaussian states r˜t give rise to (noncommutative)
processes called generalised Brownian motions [3] for K (infinite dimen-
sional) real Hilbert space. In all known examples such representations
appear as restrictions to the subalgebra A(K) of Fock representations of
the algebra of creation and annihilation operators C(KC) with respect to
the state rt. We will prove that this is always the case, thus answering a
question put in [3].
Let
t: P2(.)Q C (4.1)
be such that r˜t is a Gaussian state on A(K) for K infinite dimensional
Hilbert space. Let (F˜t(K), p˜t(A(K)), W˜t) be the GNS-triple associated to
(A(K), r˜t). The g-algebra p˜t(A(K)) is generated by the symmetric
operators wt(f) :=p˜t(w(f)) for all f ¥K with commun domain D :=
p˜t(A(K)) W˜t. The selfadjointness of the field operators will be addressed
in Section 5. For the moment, all operators discussed are defined on D.
In analogy to (2.21) for any orthogonal operator O ¥ O(K) there exists a
unitary
F˜t(O): D
n
k=1
wt(fk) W˜t Q D
n
k=1
wt(Ofk) W˜t (4.2)
and F˜t(O1) F˜t(O2)=F˜t(O1 ·O2) for O1, O2 ¥ O(K). This induces an action
on the g-algebra p˜t(A(K)):
C˜t(O): XW F˜t(O) XF˜t(Og). (4.3)
Certain operators play a similar role to that of the Wick products in
quantum field theory [20, 23] or for the q-deformed Brownian motion
[2, 4].
Definition 4.1. Let {P, F} be a partition of the ordered set
{1, ..., 2p+n} with |P|=2p and |F|=n. Let V={(l1, r1), ..., (lp, rp)} ¥
P2(P) and f: FQK.
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For everyVŒ={(l −1, r −1), ..., (l −pŒ, r −pŒ)} ¥P2(PŒ) with PŒ … F we define
gf(VŒ) :=D
p*
i=1
Of(l −i), f(r
−
i)P. (4.4)
The generalised Wick product associated to (V, f) is the operator Y(V, f)
determined recursively by
Y(V, f)+ C
” ] PŒ … F
C
VŒ ¥P2(PŒ)
gf(VŒ) ·Y(V 2VŒ, f A F0PŒ )=M(V, f)
M(V, f) :=w-lim
nQ.
D
2p+n
k=1
wt(fk, n),
(4.5)
where fk, n :=f(k) for k ¥ F and fli, n=fri, n=enp+i for i=1, ..., p with
(el)l ¥N a set of normalised vectors, orthogonal to each other.
Remarks. (1) The right side of the last equation needs some clarifica-
tions. The operator M(V, f) is defined on D by its matrix elements. If
ki=<mia=1 wt(g (i)a ) W˜t for i=1, 2 are vectors in D then from the definition
of the Gaussian state it follows immediately that
Ok1, M(V, f) k2P= lim
nQ.
7k1, D2p+n
k=1
wt(fk, n) k28 (4.6)
exists and does not depend on the choice of the vectors (ei)i ¥N (as long as
they are normal and orthogonal to each other) but depends only on their
positions in the monomial which are determined by the pair partitionV. In
the limit only those pair partitions which contain the pairs (li, ri) ¥V give
a nonzero contribution. ThusM(V, f) is well defined.
(2) If the vectors (f(k))nk=1 are orthogonal on each other then
gf(VŒ)=0, thus Y(V, f)=M(V, f).
(3) The dense domain D is spanned by the vectors of the form
Y(V, f) W˜t. Indeed let k=<nk=1 wt(f(k)) W˜t; then
k=Y(”, f) W˜t+ C
” ] PŒ … F
C
dŒ ¥P2(PŒ)
gf(VŒ) ·Y(VŒ, f AF0PŒ) W˜t (4.7)
with F={1, ..., n}.
(4) The choice for {1, ..., 2p+n} as the underlying ordered set is not
essential. It is useful to think of Y(V, f) in terms of an arbitrary underlying
finite ordered set X, where V ¥P2(A), A …X, f: X0AQK. For example
we can consider the set X={0} and f(0)=h; then Y(”, f)=wt(h).
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The relation betweenM(V, f) and Y(V, f) is similar to the one between
moments and cumulants.
Lemma 4.2. Let Y(V, f), M(V, f) be as in Definition 4.1. Equations
(4.5) can be inverted into:
Y(V, f)=M(V, f)+ C
” ] PŒ … F
C
VŒ ¥P2(PŒ)
(−1)
|PŒ|
2 gf(VŒ) ·M(V 2VŒ, f AF0PŒ).
(4.8)
Proof. Apply Möbius inversion formula. L
Let X be an ordered set. Let {P, F} be a partition of X into disjoint sets
and consider a pair (V ¥P2(P), f : FQK). Then for Xg as an underlying
set we define the pair (Vg, fg) where Vg ¥P2(Xg) contains the same pairs
asV but with the reversed order and fg=f.
Lemma 4.3. With the above notations the following relation holds:
Y(V, f)g=Y(Vg, fg). (4.9)
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.2 and useM(V, f)g=M(Vg, fg) which follows
directly from Definition 4.1. L
For two ordered sets X and Y we define their concatenation X+Y as the
disjoint union with the original order on X and Y and with x < y for any
x ¥X, y ¥ Y. If fX: XQK and fY: YQK then we denote by fX À fY the
function on X+Y which restricts to fX and fY on X respectively Y. Finally
if |X|=|Y|=m we identify the subset of P2(X+Y):
P2(X, Y) :={{(x1, y1), ..., (xm, ym)}: xi ¥X, yi ¥ Y, i=1, ..., m}. (4.10)
Lemma 4.4. Let (Pi, Fi) be a disjoint partition of Xi and Vi ¥P2(Pi),
fi: Fi QK for i=1, 2. Then
OY(V1, f1) W˜t, Y(V2, f2) W˜tP
=d|F1|, |F2| C
V ¥P2(F
g
1 , F2)
gfg1 À f2 (V) · t(V
g
1 2V2 2V) (4.11)
with the convention gfg1 À f2 (V)=1 for F1=F2=”.
Proof. From Definitions 2.5 and 4.1 it follows that
OM(V1, f1) W˜t, M(V2, f2) W˜tP= C
V ¥P2(F
g
1+F2)
gfg1 À f2 (V) · t(V
g
1 2V2 2V).
(4.12)
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We apply Lemma 4.2 and obtain
OY(V1, f1) W˜t, Y(V2, f2) W˜tP= C
V
−
1,V
−
2
(−1)
|P−1|+|P
−
2|
2 ·gfg1 À f2 (V
−g
1 2V −2)
×OM(V1 2V −1, f1 AF1 0PŒ1 ) W˜t, M(V2 2V −2, f2 AF2 0PŒ2 ) W˜tP,
where the sum runs over all V −i ¥P2(P −i), P −i … Fi for i=1, 2. Substituting
in the last expression the result from Eq. (4.12) it becomes
C
V
−
1,V
−
2
C
V
(−1)
|P−1|+|P
−
2|
2 ·gfg1 À f2 (V
−g
1 2V −2 2V)
· t((V1 2V −1)g 2V2 2V −2 2V) (4.13)
with the second sum running over all V ¥P2((F1 0P −1)g+(F2 0P −2)). We
make the notation V˜ :=V −g1 2V −2 2V and by grouping together all
terms containing V˜ the initial expression looks like
OY(V1, f1) W˜t, Y(V2, f2) W˜tP=C
V˜
m(V˜) ·gfg1 À f2 (V˜) · t(V
g
1 2 V˜ 2V2),
(4.14)
where the symbol m(V˜) stands for total contribution from the terms of the
form (−1) (|P
−
1|+|P
−
2|)/2. We calculate now m(V˜):
m(V˜)= C
V
−
1,V
−
2,V
(−1) |V
−
1|+|V
−
2|. (4.15)
This sum runs over all V ¥P2((F1 0P −1)g+(F2 0P −2)), V −i ¥P2(P −i), P −i … Fi
for i=1, 2 with the constraint V˜=V −g1 2V −2 2V.
Suppose that V˜ ¥P2(Fg1 , F2), then V −1=V −2=” and m(V˜)=1.
Otherwise V˜ can be written in a unique way as
V˜=V˜g1 2 V˜c 2 V˜2, (4.16)
where V˜i ¥P2(P˜i),” ] P˜i …Xi for i=1, 2, and V˜c ¥P2((X1 0 P˜1)g, X2 0 P˜2).
Then one has the inclusions V −i … V˜i for i=1, 2 and Vc …V. The calcula-
tion of m(V˜) reduces then to
m(V˜)= C
V
−
1 … V˜1,V
−
2 … V˜2
(−1) |V
−
1|+|V
−
2|=(1−1) |V˜1|+|V˜2|=0. (4.17)
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In conclusion
OY(V1, f1) W˜t, Y(V2, f2) W˜tP= C
V˜ ¥P2(F
g
1 , F2)
gfg1 À f2 (V˜) · t(V
g
1 2V2 2 V˜). L
(4.18)
A similar result holds for algebras of creation and annihilation opera-
tors. Suppose that t is a function (not neccesarily positive definite) on pair
partitions. Let P, F,V, f be as in Definition 4.1 and define in the
representation spaceFt(KC) the vectors
k(V, f)=D
2p+n
k=1
aÄkt (fk)) Wt (4.19)
with aÄk(fk)=ag(f(k)) for k ¥ F, aÄli(fli )=(a
Äri(fri ))
g=a(gi) for i=
1, ..., p, and (gi)i=1, ..., p a set of normalised vectors, orthogonal to each
other and to the vectors (f(k))nk=1.
Lemma 4.5. Let t be a function on pair partitions. Then
Ok(V1, f1), k(V2, f2)PFt(KC)= C
V ¥P2(F
g
1 , F2)
gfg1 À f2 (V) · t(V
g
1 2V2 2V).
(4.20)
Proof. The equation follows then directly from Definition 2.4. L
Now we are ready for the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.6. Let t be a function on pair partitions. If r˜t is a Gaussian
state on A(K) for any real Hilbert space K then rt is a Fock state on
C(KC).
Proof. Suppose that rt is not a Fock state. Then in the representation
spaceFt(KC) there exists a vector of the form
k=C
m
a=1
ca ·k(Va, fa) (4.21)
with all fa taking values in the real subspaceK ofKC and ca ¥ C, such that
Ok, kP < 0. But from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 ||;ma=1 ca ·Y(Va, fa) W˜t ||2 < 0
results which is a contradiction. Thus rt is a positive functional and t is a
positive definite function on pair partitions. L
From Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we conclude that the generalised Wick pro-
ducts Y(V, f) acting on Ft(K) form a g-algebra of operators which con-
tains pt(A(K)) and will be denoted by D˜t(K). Let us first note that
Theorem 4.6 implies that the representations of D˜t(K) on Ft(KC) and
F˜t(K) are unitarily equivalent, thus:
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Corollary 4.7. The vacuum vector Wt is cyclic for the g-algebra D˜t(K)
for any real Hilbert spaceK.
5. SECOND QUANTISATION
This section is dedicated to the description of functorial properties of the
generalised Brownian motion which go by the name of second quantisation
and appear at two different levels depending on the categories with which
we work.
LetH,HŒ be Hilbert spaces and T a contraction fromH toHŒ. Define
the second quantisation of T at the Hilbert space level by
Ft(T) :Ft(H) QFt(HŒ)
v és h0 é · · · é hn−1 W v és Th0 é · · · é Thn−1 (5.1)
for all v ¥ Vn, hi ¥H when n \ 1 and equal to the identity on V0. Clearly
Ft(T) is a contraction, satisfies the equation Ft(T1) ·Ft(T2)=Ft(T1 ·T2),
and coincides with the operator defined in the Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) for T
unitary.
Definition 5.1. We call Ft the functor of second quantisation at the
Hilbert space level.
Lemma 5.2. Let k(V, f) be as defined in Eq. (4.19). Then
Ft(T) k(V, f)=k(V, T p f). (5.2)
Proof. We use the representation qt of the g-semigroup of broken pair
partitions BP2(.) with respect to the state tˆ (see Eq. 3.7). Let {F, P} be a
partition of {1, ..., 2p+n} andV ¥P2(P), f: FQH. Then using (4.19) and
Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) we obtain
k(V, f)=qt(V˜) t és ë
k ¥ F
f(k) (5.3)
for V˜ ¥BPn, 02 the diagram with the set of pairs V and n legs to the left
which do not intersect each other. L
There is, however, a more interesting notion of second quantisation.
Definition 5.3. (i) The category of noncommutative probability spaces
has as objects pairs (A, rA) of von Neumann algebras and normal states
and as morphisms between two objects (A, rA) and (B, rB) all completely
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positive maps T:AQB such that T(1A)=1A and rB(Tx)=rA(x) for all
x ¥A.
(ii) A functor C from the category of (real) Hilbert spaces with con-
tractions to the category of noncommutative probability spaces is called a
functor of white noise if C({0})=C where {0} stands for the zero dimen-
sional Hilbert space and satisfies the continuity requirement
w-lim
nQ.
C(Tn)(X)=C(T)(X) (5.4)
for any sequence of contractions Tn:KQKŒ converging weakly to T.
This definition is similar to the one in [15] apart from the continuity
condition. For completeness we include the following standard result.
Proposition 5.4. If C is a functor of white noise then C(T) is an injec-
tive g-homomorphism (automorphism) if T is an (invertible) isometry, and
C(P) is a conditional expectation if P is an orthogonal projection.
Proof. For a separating vacuum the proof has been given in [16]. Here
we do not assume this property.
1. Let O:KQKŒ be an orthogonal operator and X ¥ C(K). As
C(Og) and C(O) are completely positive we have the inequalities
C(Og)(C(O)(Xg) ·C(O)(X)) \ C(OgO)(Xg) ·C(OgO)(X)=XgX (5.5)
and
C(O)(Xg) C(O)(X) [ C(O)(XgX) (5.6)
which by applying the positive operator C(Og) becomes
C(Og)(C(O)(Xg) ·C(O)(X)) [ C(OgO)(XgX)=XgX. (5.7)
From (5.5) and (5.7) we get C(O)(Xg) ·C(O)(X)=C(O)(XgX) and by
repeating the argument for X+Y and X+iY we obtain that C(O) is a
g-isomorphism.
2. Let K be a real Hilbert space and I:KQK À a2(Z) the natural
isometry. Let S be the shift operator on a2(Z). The operator O :=1 À S is
orthogonal and w-limnQ. On=P where P is the projection on K. By the
continuity assumption 5.4 we have then
w-lim
nQ.
C(On)(X)=C(P)(X) (5.8)
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for all X ¥ C(K À a2(Z)). Let C(K À a2(Z))Z be the subalgebra of
C(K À a2(Z)) of operators invariant under the action of the group of
automorphisms (C(On))n ¥ Z. Then from OnP=P we get C(P)(X) ¥
C(K À a2(Z))Z. For arbitrary Y1, Y2 ¥ C(K À a2(Z))Z the following holds
C(P)(Y1XY2)=Y1C(P)(X) Y2 (5.9)
which means that C(P) is a conditional expectation from C(K À a2(Z))
onto C(K À a2(Z))Z. We show now that C(I) is an injective g-homo-
morphism. By a similar argument to that used in (5.5) and (5.7) we have
C(Ig)(C(I)(X) ·C(I)(Y))=XY (5.10)
for all X, Y ¥ C(K). Now for any Z ¥ C(K)
C(I)(Z)=C(PI)(Z) ¥ C(K À a2(Z))Z (5.11)
which together with (5.10) implies
C(I)(XY)=C(IIg)(C(I)(X) ·C(I)(Y))=C(I)(X) ·C(I)(Y) (5.12)
and thus C(I) is an injective g-homomorphism.
3. Let I:KQKŒ be an isometry. We consider the natural isometries
I −K:KŒQKŒ À a2(Z) and IK=IKŒI. From the previous argument we
know that C(IKŒ), C(IK) are injective g-homomorphisms. Let X, Y ¥
C(K). Then
C(IKŒ)(C(I)(XY))=C(IK)(XY)=C(IK)(X) ·C(IK)(Y)
=C(IKŒ)(C(I)(X) ·C(I)(Y)). (5.13)
As C(IKŒ) is an injective g-homomorphism we obtain
C(I)(XY)=C(I)(X) C(I)(Y). (5.14)
Thus C(I) is a g-homomorphism. The injectivity follows from IgI=1K.
4. Using the previous step of the proof we see that C(P) is a norm
one projection from C(KŒ) onto its von Neumann subalgebra
C(I)(C(K)). Thus C(P) is a conditional expectation [24]. L
Corollary 5.5. If C is a functor of second quantisation then for
any real Hilbert space H and any infinite dimensional real Hilbert space K
the algebras C(H ÀK)O(K) and C(H) are isomorphic, in particular
C(K)O(K)=C1.
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Proof. We can chooseK=a2(Z). Let S be the right shift on a2(Z) and
O=1 À S the orthogonal operator on H ÀK. The argument given in the
previous proposition implies that C(H ÀK)O(K) is isomorphic with
C(I) C(H) where I is the natural isometry from H to H ÀK. Thus
C(H ÀK)O(K) 4 C(H). L
After these general considerations we come back to our construction
from the previous section: for a fixed positive definite function t we have
associated to each Hilbert spaceK an algebra pt(A(K)) acting onFt(KC)
and a positive functional OWt, ·WtP on the algebra. We would like to trans-
form this correspondence into a functor of white noise. The natural way to
do this is to construct the von Neumann algebra generated by the spectral
projections of the selfadjoint field operators wt(f) for all f ¥K. However
these operators are in general only symmetric and, unless bounded, one has
to make sure that they are essentially selfadjoint. Let us suppose for the
moment that this is the case. Then we identify two candidates for the image
objects under the functor of white noise associated to t:
(1) C˜t:KW (C˜t(K), OWt, ·WtP) where C˜t(K) is the von Neumann
algebra generated by all the spectral projections of the (closed) field opera-
tors wt(f) acting onFt(KC) for all f ¥K.
(2) Ct:KW (Ct(K), OWt, ·WtP) where Ct(K) is the von Neumann
subalgebra of C˜t(K À a2(Z)) consisting of operators which commute with
the unitariesFt(1 À O) for all O ¥ O(a2(Z)); i.e.,
Ct(K) :=C˜t(K À a2(Z))O(a
2(Z)). (5.15)
In the cases known so far—the gaussian functor [20], the free white
noise [25], and the q-deformed Brownian motion [2]—the two definitions
are equivalent. In fact Corollary 5.5 implies that if C˜t is a functor of white
noise and the isomorphisms C˜t(O) are given by
C˜t(O): XWFt(O) XFt(Og) (5.16)
for all orthogonal operators O:KQKŒ and all X ¥ C˜t(K), then the alge-
bras C˜t(K) and Ct(K) are isomorphic. For a general treatment it appears,
however, that Ct is the appropriate definition to start with. As above, for
any orthogonal operator O:KQKŒ, the natural choice for Ct(O) is
Ct(O)(X)=Ft(O À 1) XFt(O À 1)g, (5.17)
where X ¥ Ct(K). Our task is now to find for which functions t one
can construct such von Neumann algebras, i.e., the field operators are
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selfadjoint, and moreover the map KQ Ct(K) can be enriched with the
morphisms
Ct(T) : (Ct(K), OWt, ·WtP)Q (Ct(KŒ), OWt, ·WtP)
for all contractions T:KQKŒ such that Ct is a functor of white noise.
Definition 5.6. A functor Ct with the above properties will be called
second quantisation at algebraic level and the completely positive map Ct(T)
the second quantisation of the contraction T.
The existence of the second quantisation at algebraic level turns out to
be connected to a property of the functions on pair partitions.
Definition 5.7 [3]. A function t on pair partitions is called multiplica-
tive if for all k, l, n ¥N with 0 [ k < l [ n and all V1 ¥P2({1, ..., k, l+1,
..., n}) andV2 ¥P2({k+1, ..., l}) we have
t(V1 2V2)=t(V1) · t(V2). (5.18)
Corollary 5.8. Let t be a positive definite function on pair partitions
and suppose that there exists a functor of second quantisation Ct. Then t is
multiplicative.
Proof. Let K=a2(Z) À a2(Z) with the two right shifts S1, S2 acting
separately on the two a2(Z). LetV1 2V2 be a pair partition as in Definition
5.7. For any pair partition V the operator Y(V,”) on Ft((K À a2(Z))C)
commutes with Ft(O) for all O ¥ O(K À a2(Z)). The monomials of field
operators and the generalised Wick products are affiliated to Ct(K). By
Corollary 5.5 we have
Y(V,”)=OWt, Y(V,”) WtP1=t(V)1. (5.19)
We consider a monomial of fields M(V1 2V2) containing |V1 |+|V2 | pairs
of different colours arranged according to the pair partition V1 2V2 and
such that the colours for the pairs in V1 belong to the first a2(Z) inK and
those for the pairs inV2 belong to the second term. Then
Y(V1 2V2,”)=t(V1 2V2) 1=w-lim
n, mQ.
Ct(S
n
1S
m
2 )(M(V1 2V2))
=w-lim
mQ.
M(V1) t(V2)=Y(V1,”) · t(V2)=t(V1) t(V2) ·1. L
(5.20)
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Lemma 5.9. Let t be multiplicative positive definite function. Then the
operator j :=qt(d0) defined in Theorem 3.2 is an isometry.
Proof. We have
Oqt(d1) t, jgjqt(d1) tP=tˆ(d
g
1 · p · d2)=tˆ(d
g
1d2) · 1=Oqt(d1) t, qt(d1) tP,
where p=dg0d0 is the diagram consisting of one pair and t(p)=1 by the
normalisation convention in the definition of t. L
Proposition 5.10. Let t be multiplicative positive definite function and
kk ¥F(k)t (K) a k-particles vector. Then
||wt(f1)...wt(fn) kk || [ 2
n
2`(k+1)...(k+n) ||kk || D
n
i=1
||fi || (5.21)
and wt(f) is essentially selfadjoint for all f ¥K.
Proof. Let l(f) be the creation operator on the full Fock space overK
and jn the restriction to Vn of the isometry j. The main estimates are
||a(f) kk ||2=
1
(k−1)!
|| jgk−1 é lg(f) kk ||2Vk−1 éK é k−1
[
k!
(k−1)!
||f||2 ||kk ||2=k ||f||2 ||kk ||2, (5.22)
and similarly
||ag(f) kk ||2 [ (k+1) ||f||2 ||kk ||2. (5.23)
This gives the same result as in the case of the symmetric Fock space
(Theorem X.41 in [19]):
||aÄt (f1)...a
Ä
t (fn) kk || [`(k+1)...(k+n) ||kk || D
n
i=1
||fi ||. (5.24)
In particular the vectors with a finite number of particles form a dense set
D of analytic vectors for the field operators wt(f). By Nelson’s analytic
vector theorem we conclude that wt(f) is essentially selfadjoint. L
From now we will denote by the same symbol the closure of wt(f). We
are now in the position to construct the von Neumann algebras Ct(K) as
described in 5.15 for any multiplicative positive definite t. If O:KQKŒ is
an orthogonal operator between two Hilbert spaces we define its second
quantisation as in Eq. 5.17.
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Corollary 5.11. Let kk ¥Ft(K) be a k-particles vector and f1, ..., fn
¥K. Then
D
n
p=1
e iwt(fp)kk= C
.
m1, ..., mn=0
(iwt(f1))m1...(iwt(fn))mn
m1!...mn!
kk. (5.25)
Proof. Using the previous proposition we get
C
.
m1, ..., mn=0
||wt(f1)m1...wt(fn)mn kk ||
m1!...mn!
[
||kk ||
`k!
C
.
m1, ..., mp=0
||f1 ||m1...||fn ||mn
m1!...mn!
`(k+m1+·· ·+mn)! <..
This means that all vectors of the form <np=1 e iwt(fp)kk are analytic for the
field operators. In particular one can expand as in (5.25). We denote the
space of linear combinations of such exponential vectors by De. L
Lemma 5.12. Let K,KŒ be real Hilbert spaces and I:KQKŒ an iso-
metry. Then there exists an injective g-homomorphism Ct(I) from Ct(K) to
Ct(KŒ).
Proof. There exists an orthogonal operator OI:KÀ a2(Z)QKŒÀ a2(Z)
such that the restriction toK coincides with I. Then the map
C˜t(K À a2(Z)) ¦XWFt(OI) XFt(OgI ) ¥ C˜t(KŒ À a2(Z)) (5.26)
sends an element X ¥ Ct(K) into Ct(KŒ) when restricted to the subalgebra
Ct(K) and the restriction does not depend on the choice of the orthogonal
OI. L
Proposition 5.13. Let P:KQKŒ be a coisometry, i.e., PPg=1KŒ and
t a positive definite multiplicative function. Then
Ct(P): XWFt(P À 1) XFt(P À 1)g (5.27)
maps Ct(K) onto Ct(KŒ).
Proof. We denote by I the adjoint of P. We fix an orthonormal basis
(ei)
.
i=1 inKŒ À a2(Z) and (fj)Mj=1 inKı (IKŒ). Let X=<np=1 e ilpwt(gp) be
an element of C˜t(K À a2(Z)) where each gp is either an (I À 1) ei or an fj.
We will prove thatFt(P À 1) XFt(P À 1)g belongs to C˜t(KŒ À a2(Z)). Let
Y=C˜t(OP)(X)=D
n
p=1
e ilpwt(OPgp) ¥ C˜t(KŒ À a2(Z)), (5.28)
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where OP:K À a2(Z)QKŒ À a2(Z) is an orthogonal operator which satis-
fies the condition that OP gp=(P À 1) gp for all gp ¥ IKŒ À a2(Z). We
denote by HX the finite dimensional subspace of KŒ À a2(Z) spanned by
the vectors (P À 1) gp for 1 [ p [ n. Let T be an operator which is of the
form 1HX À S with S an arbitrary orthogonal operator which acts as a
bilateral shift on the orthonormal basis of the orthogonal complement of
HX inKŒ À a2(Z). We claim that
w-lim
lQ.
C˜t(T l)(Y)=Ft(P À 1) XFt(P À 1)g. (5.29)
It is sufficient to check this for expectation values with respect to vectors of
the form k(V, e)=Y(V, e) Wt where the components of e are elements of
the basis (ei)
.
i=1. The linear span of such vectors forms the dense domain
D …Ft(KŒ À a2(Z)). We apply now Corollary 5.11 and find that for l large
enough:
Ok(V, e), C˜t(T l)(Y) k(V, e)P=7k(V, e), Dn
p=1
e ilpwt(T
lOPgp)k(V, e)8
= C
.
m1, ..., mn=0
7k(V, e), Dn
q=1
(ilqwt(T lOP gq))mq
mq!
k(V, e)8
= C
.
m1, ..., mn=0
7k(V, Ie), Dn
q=1
(ilqwt(gq))mq
mq!
k(V, Ie)8
=Ok(V, e),Ft(P À 1) XFt(P À 1)g k(V, e)P.
Indeed the pairing prescription of the fields of the same colour ensures that
the terms in the two sums are equal one by one if we choose l such that no
vector T lOP gp in the orthogonal complement of HX coincides with a com-
ponent of e. As the span of the operators of the form <np=1 e ilpwt(gp) is
weakly dense in C˜t(K À a2(Z)) we can extend the map
C˜t(P À 1)(X)=Ft(P À 1) XFt(P À 1)g (5.30)
to the whole algebra such that C˜t(P À 1)(X) ¥ C˜t(KŒ À a2(Z)). Now, if X
commutes with Ft(1 À O) acting on Ft(K À a2(Z)) for O ¥ O(a2(Z)) then
it is easy to see that C˜t(P À 1)(X) commutes with Ft(1 À O) acting on
Ft(KŒ À a2(Z)). In other words the restriction Ct(P) of C˜t(P À 1) to Ct(K)
has the desired property:
Ct(P): Ct(K)Q Ct(KŒ). L (5.31)
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Corollary 5.14. Let I:KQKŒ be an isometry. Then Ct(Ig) Ct(I)=
idCt(K). If IŒ:KŒQKœ is another isometry then Ct(IŒ) Ct(I)=Ct(IŒI).
Proof. The map Ct(Ig) Ct(I) is implemented by
Ct(Ig) Ct(I): XQFt((Ig À 1) OI) XFt((Ig À 1) OI)g. (5.32)
But (Ig À 1) OI=1 À Q where Q is a coisometry on a2(Z). Any such
operator on a2(Z) can be obtained as a weak limit of orthogonal operators.
The functor Ft respects weak limits and as X commutes with all Ft(1 À O)
for O orthogonal operator, it also commutes withFt(1 À Q); thus we get
Ct(Ig) Ct(I)(X)=Ft(1 À Q) XFt(1 À Q)g=X. (5.33)
The other identity follows directly from the definition of Ct(I). L
Any contraction T:K1 QK2 can be written as T=PI where I:K1 QK
is an isometry and P:KQK2 is a coisometry. This decomposition is not
unique. We define the second quantisation of T by using the already
constructed Ct(I) and Ct(P):
Ct(T) :=Ct(P) Ct(I): Ct(K1)Q Ct(K2). (5.34)
We will verify that Ct(T) does not depend on the choice of I and P. First
we note that we can restrict only to ‘‘minimal’’K; that is,K is spanned by
IK1 and PgK2. If this is not the case then we make the decomposition
I=I2I1 and P=P2I
g
2 such that T=P2I1 is minimal and we use the
previous corollary,
Ct(T)=Ct(P) Ct(I)=Ct(P2) Ct(I
g
2 ) Ct(I2) Ct(I1)=Ct(P2) Ct(I1). (5.35)
Second, we compare two minimal decompositions T=PI=PŒIŒ with
IŒ: K1 QKŒ. By minimality, there exists an orthogonal O fromKŒ and K
defined by
O: IŒfW If, f ¥K1
O: P −ggW Pgg, g ¥K2.
Then PI=PŒOgOIŒ and by applying again the previous corollary we get
Ct(P) Ct(I)=Ct(PŒ) Ct(IŒ).
Lemma 5.15. For any contractions T1:K1 QK2 and T2:K2 QK3 we have
Ct(T2) Ct(T1)=Ct(T2T1).
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Proof. The completely positive maps Ct(T1) and Ct(T2) are implemented
by
Ct(Ti): XWFt(Pi) XFt(Pi)g (5.36)
with Pi:Ki À a2(Z)QKi+1 À a2(Z), which are coisometries with the matrix
expression
Pi=RTi Ai0 P −i S
for i=1, 2. Their product P2P1 is a coisometry with matrix expression of
the same form
P2P1=RT2T1 T2A1+A2P −10 P −2P −1 S .
This implies that Ct(T2T1)=Ct(T2) Ct(T1). L
By putting together all the results of this section we obtain the main
theorem.
Theorem 5.16. Let t be a positive definite function. Then there exists a
functor of second quantisation Ct if and only if t is multiplicative and
Ct(”)=C.
In the end we make the connection with the known cases of second
quantisation.
Corollary 5.17. Let t be a positive definite multiplicative function such
that the vector Wt is cyclic and separating for C˜t(a2(Z)). Then we have the
following:
(1) the cyclic representation of Ct(K) with respect to Wt is faithful and
the subspace of Ft(K À a2(Z)) spanned by Ct(K) Wt is isomorphic to
Ft(K). In this representation the second quantisation of a contraction
T:K1 QK2 is the completely positive map Ct(T) from Ct(K1) to Ct(K2) such
that
Ct(T)(X) Wt=Ft(T) XWt (5.37)
for X ¥ Ct(K1).
(2) if the field operators are bounded then Ct(K) is the weak closure
of the g-algebra of generalised Wick products Yt(V, f) with all components
f(i) ¥K …K À a2(Z).
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Proof. If X ¥ Ct(K) then k=XWt is left invariant by Ft(1 À O) for all
O ¥ O(a2(Z)). This means that k is orthogonal on all vectors of the form
Y(V, e) Wt where e takes values in an orthogonal basis ofK À a2(Z) such
that at least one of the components is an element of the basis in a2(Z). By
Corollary 4.7 we conclude that the cyclic space of Ct(K) is (up to a unitary
isomorphism) Ft(K) …Ft(K À a2(Z)). According to the same corollary
the generalised Wick products span the domain D dense inFt(K).
6. AN EXAMPLE
In [3] and [11] it has been proved that for all 0 [ q [ 1, the following
function on pair partitions is positive definite,
tq(V)=q |V|− |B(V)|, (6.1)
where |B(V)| is the number of blocks of the pair partition V. A block is a
subpartition whose graphical representation is connected and does not
intersect other pairs from the rest of the partition. The corresponding
vacuum state rtq ( · )=OWtq , ·WtqP is tracial for any von Neumann algebra
Ctq (K) associated to a real Hilbert spaceK. Indeed for any pair partition
V we have tq(V)=OWtq , MVWtqP with MV a monomial of fields contain-
ing |V| pairs of different colours arranged according to the pair partition
V. The trace property for the vacuum is equivalent with the invariance
under circular permutations of the fields in the monomial MV which is
equivalent to the invariance of tq under transformations described as
follows:
P2({1, ..., 2r}) ¦VW V˜ ¥P2({0, ..., 2r−1}) (6.2)
{p1, ..., pr−1} 2 {(l, 2r)}W {(0, l)} 2 {p1, ..., pr−1}. (6.3)
Under such transformations the number of blocks remains unchanged; thus
tq(V) is equal to tq(V˜) and rtq is tracial. Thus the assumption of Corollary
5.17 is satisfied and we have second quantisation at algebraic level.
The version of tq for −1 [ q [ 0 is tq :=t−qt−1 where
t−1(V)=(−1) |I(V)| (6.4)
and |I(V)| is the number of crossings of V. The operators wtq (f) are
bounded for −1 [ q [ 0 [3]. Thus by Corollary 5.17 the generalised Wick
products form a strongly dense subalgebra of Ctq (K), faithfully represented
onFt(K).
In the rest of this section we want to investigate the type of the von
Neumann algebras Ctq (K) for dimK=. and −1 [ q [ 0. Inspired by
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[2], we will first find a sufficient condition for Ct(K) to be a type II1
factor, and we will apply it to tq.
Let t be a multiplicative positive definite function such that rt is trace
state on Ct(K) for K infinite dimensional and such that wt(f) is
bounded. Let I be the natural isometry from K to K À R, and e0 a unit
vector in the orthogonal complement of its image. The function t being
multiplicative implies that the map
f:Ft(K)QFt(K À R) (6.5)
defined by f=wt(e0)Ft(I) is an isometry.
Definition 6.1. Let (P, L, R) be a disjoint partition of the ordered set
{1, ..., 2n+l+r} and d=(V, fl, fr) an element of the g-semigroup of
broken pair partitions with V ¥P2(P), fl: LQ {1, ..., l} the left legs, and
fr: RQ {1, ..., r} the right legs. We denote by d¯ :=(V¯ , fl, fr) the elementobtained by adding toV one pair which embraces all other pairs
V
¯
:=V 2 {(0, 2n+l+r+1)} ¥P2({0} 2 P 2 {2n+l+r+1}). (6.6)
Then the map
F( · ) :=Ct(Ig)(wt(e0) Ct(I)( · ) wt(e0))=fgCt(I)( · ) f (6.7)
has the following action on the generalised Wick products
F(Y(V, f))=Y(V
¯
, f) (6.8)
which on the level of von Neumann algebras gives the completely positive
contraction from Ct(K) to itself. We fix an orthonormal basis (en)
.
n=1 in
K. Then by direct computation one can check that:
F(X)=w-lim
nQ.
wt(en) Xwt(en). (6.9)
Now let y be an arbitrary tracial normal state on Ct(K). Then using the
fact that wt(en)2Q 1 weakly as nQ., we get:
y(F(X))= lim
nQ.
y(wt(en) Xwt(en))= lim
nQ.
y(wt(en)2 X)=y(X). (6.10)
Suppose now that
w-lim
kQ.
Fk(X)=rt(X) 1 (6.11)
for all X ¥ Ct(K) which by the faithfulness of the vacuum state is equiva-
lent to limkQ. Fk(X) Wt=rt(X) Wt. Then by Eq. (6.10) we conclude that
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rt is the only trace state on Ct(K) which is thus a type II1 factor. Let us
take a closer look at the contraction
G: XWt W F(X) Wt. (6.12)
From Eq. (6.8) the operator G commutes with the orthogonal projectors on
the spaces with definite occupation numbersFt(n1, ..., nk) (see 2.31). Thus
G: v és e(n¯ )W h(v) és e(n¯ ), (6.13)
where
e(n
¯
) :=e1 é · · · é e1z
n1times
é · · · é ek é · · · é ekz
nktimes
, (6.14)
v ¥ Vn, and h: VQ V is the linear operator defined by
h: qt(d) tW qt(d¯ ) t (d ¥BP2(.)). (6.15)
Lemma 6.2. Let t be a multiplicative positive definite function such that
rt is trace. Then the operator h: VQ V defined by (6.15) is a selfadjoint
contraction.
Proof. Let d1, d2 ¥BP (n, 0)2 be two diagrams with n left legs and no right
legs. Then
Oqt(d1) t, h qt(d2) tPV=tˆ(d
g
1 · d2). (6.16)
But if rt is a trace then
tˆ(dg1 · d2)=tˆ(d1
g · d2) (6.17)
which implies that
Oqt(d1) t, h qt(d2) tPV=O h qt(d1) t, qt(d2) tPV. (6.18)
Thus h is a selfadjoint contraction. L
Theorem 6.3. If t is the only eigenvector of h with eigenvalue 1 then
Ct(K) is a II1 factor for any infinite dimensional real Hilbert spaceK.
Proof. The operator h is a selfadjoint contraction; thus
w-lim
kQ.
hk=Pt, (6.19)
where Pt is the projection on the subspace Ct. This implies 6.11 and thus
Ct(K) is a II1 factor. L
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Corollary 6.4. LetK be an infinite dimensional real Hilbert space and
tq the positive definite function for −1 < q [ 0. Then the von Neumann
algebra Ctq (K) is a type II1 factor.
Proof. Let d1, d2 ¥BP (n, 0)2 be two diagrams with n \ 1 left legs and no
right legs. Then
Oqtq (d1) t, h
2 qtq (d2) tPV=tˆq(d1
g · d2)=q(−1)n · tˆq(d
g
1 · d2)
=q(−1)n ·Oqtq (d1) t, h qtq (d2) tPV, (6.20)
where we have used the selfadjointness of h in the first step and
|B(d1 g · d2)|=|B(d
g
1 · d2)|,
|d1 g · d2 |=|d
g
1 · d2 |+1
in the second equality. Thus the restriction of h to Vı Ct has norm |q| < 1
and we can apply Theorem 6.3. L
Remark. The case 0 [ q < 1 is technically more difficult as the field
operators are unbounded. This will be treated separately in a forthcoming
paper [12].
If rt is a faithful, multiplicative, but nontracial state for Ct(K) then the
operators f, F, G, h can still be defined in the same way. If, moreover, t is
the only eigenvector with eigenvalue 1 of the operator h, then by a similar
argument it can be shown that the algebra Ct(K) is a factor. Indeed if X is
an element in the center of Ct(K) then F(X)=w-limkQ. wt(en)2 X=X,
which contradicts the assumption on h. This factor cannot be of type II1
because the vacuum state is not tracial. Using this observation one can
construct type III factors for certain positive definite multiplicative
functions on pair partitions. An example will be given in [12].
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